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REPORT OF MEETING

ROAD PRICING POLICY ISSUES

Professor Peter Jones, University of Westminster

The views within Government had now switched sharply - it was surprising
that Margaret Thatcher was against the idea since it used market
mechanisms: it is now becoming accepted in political context. The talk
covered four main aspects: why and when, the principles of road pricing,
aspects of practice and the consequences.

Studies of public attitudes shows, inter alia, the following:

95% agree: "Traffic congestion and pollution is a serious problem in larger
towns and cities"

"What are the worst things about living in London?"
34% agree: Traffic and congestion

74% agree: "The car is too much part of my lifestyle to consider giving it up"

Therefore much of the political emphasis has been to reduce the use of the
car and not ownership, i.e. the responsible use of the car.

Parking is one of the main ways currently used to apply restraint. However,
it has limited effectiveness because:

priority is for short-term use which increases traffic.
many parking spaces are outside public control.
as cars increase there are more exemptions (e.g. disabled drivers).
higher non-compliance as pressure on parking increases.
no control of through traffic - parking restrictions can encourage it.

This has led to proposals for restraint through road pricing. The main
objectives are:

raise additional revenue for transport infrastructure.
as a means of relieving traffic congestion.
to achieve environmental objectives.
as a means of providing market signals.

The Department of Transport have a large amount of control and may
expect revenue - the real problem occurs if it is seen as a tax and not as a
service. In Norway the revenue is matched by Government increases in
infrastructure and public transport: i.e. it is seen as a way of getting revenue
to pay for services.
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Different objectives have implications, in principle, of basis of charge. It is
more likely to be able to introduce road pricing on the grounds of safety (so
far not an objective) than a five minute time saving.

The situation is changing quite quickly with almost anything possible at
a price. Situation now is "what would we like?" with the system
following very quickly.

4. Phasing in space and time, especially in London (due to its size).
Therefore quite a small place to experiment since technology changing
very rapidly. More though needs to be given on how to expand over
time.

Alternative Cbarging Bases

The charges could be made on the basis of a number of different criteria, for
example:

Consequences

•

number of junctions crossed.
number of links used (e.g. river crossings experience)
crossing cordons (e.g. Norway, Singapore)
areas used (within a cordon)
distance travelled )
time in travel (Richmond) )
degree of congestion (Cambridge) )

"Will it work?" and "Will it be acceptable?" Some of arguments put against
road pricing are:

it will not work: people will still drive - the demand curve is not
symmetrical: in Norway only designed to raise revenue, but in
Singapore there was over 50% reduction.
technology is not reliable - this is winnable, especially on a small
scale.
system is invasion of privacy - only true if regulations violated!
schemes cause boundary problems - depends on type of scheme -
cordon or area charge are likely to have these problems.
another form of taxation - big political issue since people have long
memories such as the road fund licence.
long term effects unknown. Singapore have not increased charge
very much in real terms but has led to decentralisation. In western
Europe the effects may be different.
discriminates against the poor - issue not raised in relation to food,
parking, etc. Argument about the right to drive and tied up with
notion of freedom. This could be addressed by "if we have ideal
road pricing system what would we like to achieve?" i.e what
journeys should be reduced:

Technology allows other things to be achieved - allow everybody a
certain amount of free access and more if is required then a
payment made.

Targets the problem - but
higher the proportion of
people affected the greater
the political problem
becomes.

It might be possible to introduce the principle of road pricing on the basis of
an area parking charge. The effect on shoppers is likely to be neutral
because already they pay for parking but would mean that people parking in
PNR also would now pay.

Practicality

1. How big an area? and, e.g., tie the area into zonal public transport fares
so that the user could switch between the two (a car card for use on
public transport after parking).

2. Basic Day Should this be 7am to 7pm so that timing is, e.g., tied with
operation of Priority (Red) Routes - it would be convenient to tie in
with something that is already known.

The period of charge would depend on the objectives to be achieved,
e.g. a peak charge or a 12-hour charge.

3. Technology: early schemes have been manual (pay on entry or a season
ticket). Advances in technology mean that it can be collected
electronically (e.g. Trondheim).

A tag in the vehicle deducts money from an account - is cheap to
operate,
Debit cards or smart cards are more expensive but more anonymous.

Discussion

Mervyn John (Cranfield):
1. the original idea was to reduce and limit congestion, not as taxation.
2. Smeed convinced him that electro-mechanical systems would work.
The GLC suggested a scheme in the 1970s that could be introduced quickly
and easily enforced. Area Licensing could be adjusted very easily to reflect
changes on the network.
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Peter Jones: a large area would require big enforcement by police, therefore
three criteria have to be fulfilled before introducing road pricing:
1. enough people think things got so bad to apply pressure, e.g. on air

quality.
2. got to be a good alternative.
3. demonstrate that other methods cannot work (e.g. parking)

Is there any way safety could be improved on the back of road pricing?
Increased speeds could increase accidents - identifying cars could be a
privacy problem, unlike red light cameras.

If shoppers are discouraged that could send them out of town.

Peter Jones replied by saying that we must be sure what the targets and goals
are.

REPORT OF ONE-DAY SEMINAR
February 1993

SOME INTRODUCTORY OBSERVATIONS

Peter White, Chairman of the Transport Economists' Group

Martin Higginson (LRPC): It is important to know the proportion of traffic
to be reduced and the type of traffic to restrain. Traffic calming is being
accepted in urban areas - this could be related to road pricing.

Peter Jones: Traffic calming associated with Red Routes, so road pricing
could pay for it. Traffic calming could also be reinforced by charging to cross
cell boundaries.

Road pricing needs to be part of overall strategy of public transport, traffic
calming, road building.

Peter Jones agreed, saying, the package approach could make it acceptable
plus cleaner air.

John Cartledge (LRPC): questioned the difficulties of transition with
people's scepticism about improving public transport.

Peter Jones agreed that there is a need for improvements up-front. Buses
can be improved quickly (and visibly) with priority and more buses - but
deregulation does not help that. Demonstration could take place on
reorganising road space for buses.

First, what do we mean by privatisation?

In a few cases, railways have remained in private ownership throughout their
history. Major examples include intensive urban/interurban operations in
Japan (such as Hankyu, Kintetsu, etc.), and most of the freight system in the
USA. In other cases, apparently "private" lines (as in Switzerland, for
example) are in practice mainly owned by consortia of public bodies and
receive heavyfinancial support.

Secondly, in common with a process applied to other industrial sectors in
Britain (such as BA and BAA), privatisation can be defined as the transfer
into private ownership of assets previously under public ownership - either
through sale of shares to the public at large (as in the BA and BAA cases),
or sales direct to other companies or management/employee buy-outs (as in
the bus industry). In the case of the railways, this could apply to just the
operations as such, or perhaps infrastructure as well.

Thirdly, it could refer to contracting-out certain activities as a means of
improving efficiency, while retaining overall public control. The system of
bus operation in London, in which 40% of services now run on this basis, is a
major example in the passenger field. Supply of specific inputs (for
example,maintenance work) can also be placed on this footing.

FourtWy, it could refer to permitting access to a publicly-ownednetwork by
other, private operators, while not transferring the whole operation to
private ownership. Examples in Britain include the minerals traffic handled
by Yeomans and ARC with their own locomotives and wagons, the ill-fated
Charter ail freight service, and Stagecoach's London - Scotland overnight
passenger operation. At the international level, it has been introduced from
1 January 1993through EC Directive 440/91, requiring separate accounting
for (but not management of) infrastructure, and access for other operators,
including railways from other countries, international combined transport
companies, or "international groupings of railway operators".

Finally, it could include private sector capital contributions to publicly-
operated rail infrastructure, where the interest of the private sector is not in
running railways as such, but to derive other benefits from the presence of
the railway. Should it fmallygo ahead (as now seems likely), the Jubilee Line
Extension in London would be the major example of this.

Report by Laurie Baker, Principal Transport Planner, London Borough of
Camden
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Experience Elsewhere
on Nassjo. Single-unit railcars have been purchased by the regional authority
from SJ (who still undertake heavy maintenance), while BK Tag provides
train operating staff and supervision. The railcars are one-person-operated,
and in radio contact with headquarters. A very simple management
structure applies, agdall operating staff have the home telephone numbers
of management staff\ 1).

However, the operation is not fully commercial. It operates over low-density
routes, and runs on a cost-based contract (at an agreed rate per train-km)
for the regional authorities, who also stipulate the fare structure (permitting
integration with other local public transport). The railway operator makes a
profit by running at an agreed contract price and keeping his costs within
that figure (in the same fashion that independent bus operators on contract
to London Transport do so).

The payment to Banverket is fairly low, and in general Banverket does not
seem to be expected to recover all of its costs from users. Charges are paid
into the state, which in turn gives Banverket a grant for upkeep of the system
(akin to road financing). Further expansion by BK Tag has occurred recently,
and pressure on SJ to keep down costs has resulted in reductions to its
contract prices to local authorities (akin to the pressures in London Buses as
a whole following competitive tendering on parts of the network). However,
the separation of Banverket from SJ operational management does appear to
be causing some problems (G Freeman Allen, 1992).

Japan offers cases both of well-established private operation, and more
recent "privatisation" of JNR (Japanese National Railways). The latter,
however, consists to date primarily of splitting up the national network into
several regional companies, the biggest of which (JR Central and JR East)
are considerably larger than the whole of BR in terms of passenger traffic
carried. Past debt burdens have been lifted, and operational efficiency
improved. Some local lines have been handed over to new local operators,
although these are not necessarily running as wholly privatised concerns -
they may involve local authority participation both in ownership and support
to running costs, for example (this is very firmly excluded in Britain, under
clause 24 of the Railways Bill). However, "privatisation" of the larger
regional companies has yet to occur.

An over-riding factor in Japan is the very high density of passenger traffic,
associated with high population density and limited use of cars in major ci-
ties: an average passenger-km per route-km of up to nine times the figure for
Britain and West Germany for example (Haryua Hirooka, 1991). Given the
high fIXed costs associated with rail, this clearly creates a much more favour-
able climate for fully-profitable operation than in Europe.

The existing private urban operators also function as integrated companies,
running feeder bus services, and owning much of the land adjacent to their
routes, involved in property development, running department stores, leisure
activities, etc. They are thus able to benefit from the positive land value
impacts of rail, and while their rail operations as such are profitable, a
substantial profit is also obtained on these associated activities within the
companies as a whole (Ken'ichi Shoji, 1991).

The Current Situation in Britain

Recent experience has been of an ad hoc form. Most substantial is the
operation of "roadstone" minerals traffic from quarries to the main demand
areas, i.e. Foster Yeoman from the Mendips to the South East, and ARC
from the East Midlands. However, it remains restricted to a small number of
high density flows. BR provide heavy maintenance and train crew, but seem
to have adopted a rather f.¥:>trictive policy to potential operation of
additional routes recentllL.). Similar operation could, in principle, be
extended to other heavy freight flows, such as oil and coal.

The market for general freight traffic in Britain is very weak, associated with
short length of haul, strong road competition. Even on the London -
Scotland route, Charterail was unable to meet all costs and has gone out of
business.

In passenger traffic, leaving aside historic preserved lines, the Stagecoach
experience of seated accommodation on overnight London-Aberdeen
services has been mixed, and services revised in the light of earlier
experience. Clearly, a careful approach is needed, and comprehensive
passenger information is vital. Worrying parallels exist with the experience

The currently proposed German privatisation would seem to have more in
common with that in Japan, i.e. improving financial performance of the
network as a whole, rather than splitting it into many small, competing
elements.

Freight traffic is Japan is very limited. In the USA, in contrast, freight
represents the raison d'etre of the rail system, but associated with very long
hauls which obviously favour rail. Clearly, until the Channel Tunnel is fully
operational, this sort of traffic simply does not exist in Britain.

Turning to contracting-out of activities, the most relevant example perhaps
comes from Sweden. Here, the track and other infrastructure have been
placed under a separate state-owned body (Banverket) from the railway
operations as such (Statens Jarnvagar, SJ). Services supported through
regional authorities (lanstrafiken) have been transferred to other companies,
paying a fee to Banverket for use of track and infrastructure. One example
is BK-Tag, initially operating a network in southern-central Sweden, focused
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in bus and coach deregulation, in which the benefits of innovation by
operators on specific routes have often been offset by the lack of
comprehensive information on the full range of services available, resulting in
lower use of the network as a whole.

including track costs apportioned under the present set of rules. Network
South East, and, in particular, Regional Railways, display large losses
covered through the Public Service Obligation (PSO) payment which, in
effect, has contributed to a large element of track costs over the network as a
whole.

On the passenger side, it is ironic that such fragmentation pressures should
exist when in most respects BR is the most business-focused railway in
Europe. The current sector management places responsibility both for
infrastructure and operations with the same managements (Freight,
InterCity, NSE, Regional). Market-led considerations have replaced the
previous emphasis on engineering and operational leadership. In Regional
Railways in particular, previous regional boundaries have been overcome to
identify considerable potential of upgrading major cross country routes with
improved rolling stock and through services, such as Portsmouth-Cardiff,
Liverpool- Manchester-Sheffield-East Anglia, etc.

Under any system of open access and/or privatisation a clear set of rules
needs to be established for splitting such costs. The government's position
has been clarified very recently in "Gaining Access to the Railway Network"
(DoT, 1993). This indicates that a form of avoidable costing will be used,
coupled with charging by ability to pay. On profitable services franchisees
might make positive bids, which could cover some of the track costs. In
other cases, the subsidy now paid through PSO would, in effect, be paid by
the Franchise Director. A particular uncertainty was faced by possible
franchise bidders who were invited in the document issued last autumn
(DoT, 1992b) to put forward such bids without knowing what "rules" for
track costs will apply. It appears that a very large element of track costs will
continue to be charged to passenger services in one form or another.

The Track Costs Issue
Two main options exist:

Unlike road systems which are mostly in public ownership, and track costs
are covered through taxation on vehicle ownership and use, railways are
usually characterised by the same organisation both owning the track and
associated infrastructure (stations, and signalling). This has considerable
operational advantages, in that trade-offs between infrastructure and
operating costs can be internalised. For example, freight traffic can be
handled with wagons of heavy axleloads (up to 25 tonnes) permitting high
loadings per train, but with greater wear and tear on the track. In the case of
high-speed passenger services, trains may be designed with relatively low
axleloadings to offset the impact on track at high speeds.

There is, unfortunately, no simple "right" or "wrong" approach to allocating
track costs. Crude averaging (such as apportionment by gross tonne-km)
discourages operation of additional services (such as off-peak passenger) at
the low marginal cost which, in reality, it incurs: this is acknowledged in the
latest document on access. In Britain, we have moved to an approach in
which track costs on any particular section of the network are allocated
primarily to the principal users (such as Intercity, Freight or Network South
East), with the incremental costs associated with other users (such as a
Regional Railways' service sharing track with InterCity) being charged to
them. Given that passenger traffic represents the majority of volume and
revenue on BR as a whole, the passenger services have generally been
regarded as the prime user.

This has led to favourable treatment of freight, being charged only for those
tracks for which it sole user, and a modest share of costs where sharing with
other traffic. On the basis, at least until the recent recession, Trainload
Freight and InterCity Passenger have been able to cover all their costs,

(i) Place the track and infrastructure under a separate authority as in
Sweden, and apply a consistent system of charging to individual
operators.

(ii) Transfer track and infrastructure to individual operators (so-called
"vertical franchises"), retaining the present link between track
ownership and service operation. This would enable the main operator
to control cost and quality of track provision, as is reputedly favoured
by James Sherwood for Sea Containers in looking at options in Network
South East. However, this creates a severe problem in terms of access
for other operators, and also of maintaining through running. Even
apparently self-contained sections of the network in practice carry many
different services. For example, the Brighton-Portsmouth route along
the south coast appears from the map to be a self-contained local
service which could be substituted by bus if costs were too high.
However, it is used by a complex network of through services as well as
purely local links. These include through services from Victoria via
Gatwick to Portsmouth (via Horsham), and WorthingLittlehampton-
Southampton (via Hove), as well as extra peak commuter services. In
addition, a valuable through link is provided by extension of the Cardiff-
Portsmouth cross-country diesel service twice daily through to Brighton
over this route.

A further complication arising in the allocation of track costs is that an
"opportunity cost" may apply in some cases, i.e. track is operating to capacity,
and adding further trains may involve displacement of existing services. The
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does not seem to be considered to any significant extent in the latest access
document (DoT, 1993). The additional service thus causes a revenue loss to
the existing services, in addition to any direct track costs it may impose. An
analogy may exist in the use of runway slots at Heathrow, in which it has
been found more attractive to utilise them for long-haul large aircraft, at the
expense of domestic services within Britain. On rail, this conflict is
particularly evident where different types of train are mixed together, with
different pathing needs. While freight and long-distance passengers can be
separated to some extent by time of day, this is less true for long-distance
and regional passenger services, which experience similar peak demand
levels by time of day. One example, is the double-track BirminghamCoventry
line, with the half-hourly Birmingham-London InterCity service and
additional cross country services via Coventry to Oxford, Reading, etc., and
also local commuter services. "Flighting" of trains alleviates some problems,
but at the expense of creating uneven headways. Conflict thus arises between
the Passenger Transport Executive (PTE), wishing to improve local
commuter service, and InterCity.

Another example would be where InterCity services operate non-stop over
36 miles in 25 minutes, with a maximum speed of 125 mph, and a minimum
headway of 5 minutes imposed by signalling. With no other services, a flow
of 12 trains per hour can be handled. However, if a regional express service
(diverting to serve an airport spur) is added, with a lower maximum speed of
90 mph, several slots are lost. For example, if the regional service is to
operate at an attractive 15-minute regular headway, then long-distance slots
fall from 12 to 4 per hour, and total slots from 12 to 8. This notional example
is not unrelated to BR's arguments over track costs for the Heathrow
Express service, in which a very substantial share of track costs over the
common section has been suggested.

industry (see clauses 57, 58 and 113). Consultative committees remain, but
with severely emasculated powers (clause 66).

What remains to be seen is the true degree of interest from potential
franchisees. How attractive will such "commercial" opportunities be when
track costs are not directly controlled, timetable paths specified separately,
and most track costs, in effect, still allocated to the passenger sector? Will
there be many genuine examples of outside interest, or will most interest
emerge from management buy-outs? In the case of bus privatisation, the
latter included teams of genuinely enthusiastic managers who wished to gain
private control, but also many cases such buy-outs were formed for defensive
reasons in which managers sought to avoid transfer of ownership elsewhere.
It would be ironic if the main effect of rail privatisation was to create a series
of management buy-out companies, with little real interest from other
organisations. A great deal of management effort would be diverted from
rail operation as such into forming the new companies, with perhaps little
real change in the long run.

Conclusions

In terms of freight traffic, privatisation could make more sense than for the
passenger network. There is little left of a general, publicly-available rail
freight service (remaining obligations, such as those related to postal traffic,
are removed in the Bill). Instead, it is geared overwhelmingly to specific bulk
flows, in which contracts are made with a single customer (for example, an
oil company, or power generator fed by coal). Complications in terms of
through ticketing, "network benefits" of comprehensive scheduling, etc.
applying in the passenger case are thus of little importance.

However, the apportionment of track costs is crucial where freight traffic
shares with passenger services. The great uncertainty surrounding the coal
industry is likely to affect not only the volume, but also the distribution, of
traffic over the network as a whole, in place of the fairly predictable pattern
of the last twenty years.

The Current Legislative Position

Following the White Paper setting out the government's proposals last July
(DoT, 1992a), the franchising consultation document was issued in
November (DoT, 199b). A parallel enquiry by the Select Committee on
Transport has raised a number of critical issues in its Interim Report (House
of Commons Transport Committee, 1993). This was followed a few days
later by the Railways Bill (Railways Bill, 1993), and most recently by the
access proposals (DoT, 1993).

Despite its length, the Bill contains relatively little material of substance,
being devoted largely to legalistic procedures (it does not make clear, for
example, the likely length of franchises, or precise role of Railtrack), One
can see, however, that very extensive (and perhaps somewhat arbitrary)
powers are given to the Rail Regulator, and the Franchise Director, under
directions from the Secretary of State. There is some indication that a less
doctrinaire approach to competition policy may be found than in the bus

Subject again to the track costs allocation issue, international freight
operation by independent companies could also be attractive once the
Channel Tunnel opens. The existing nationalistic pattern of rail operation in
Europe has responded poorly to opportunities for international traffic.

In the case of passenger services, the argument seems very much weaker.
Dangers of fragmentation are very great. Large subsidies would need to be
given to franchise operators if the existing network and method of track cost
apportionment were maintained. If existing private regional bus operators
were to take over adjoining rail services, this could permit some useful
integration of timetabling and ticketing (analogous to the Swedish case).
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THE PROPOSALS AND BR'S COMMENTS
However, this could be seen a inconsistent with current competition policy
(or, one might say, the obsession with competition as an end in itself): the
Office of Fair Trading (OFT) has indicated that it would not favour such
arrangements, leading to the Badgerline Group apparently dropping its
interest in rail services.

Graham Hewitt, Network SouthEast

The paper intended to give a brief outline of the structure of the privatisation
process and then highlight any unresolved issues.

Of greater value might be the introduction of competitive tendering where
the PTEs currently have only one contractor - BR - from whom they may
obtain services. A pattern similar to that in Sweden could be introduced, in
which the direct train operation could be subject to competitive tendering
and give an incentive to reduce costs. Since such PTE-funded services do
not cover their operating costs from revenue (let alone track costs) the
question of assigning the track costs to the individual operators need not
arise, but would be handled by agreements between PTEs and BR as now.
On the Swedish model, such contracted services could also be run in rural
areas. However, many of our purely local lines have long since closed, and
many "rural" services are in fact longer-distance cross-country routes crossing
several county boundaries_ Counties also lack buoyant sources of local
income (such as the income taxes found in Sweden), making them reluctant
to take on the full commitment for rail service funding (as distinct from
augmenting existing services, such as those in Lincolnshire).

This leaves the issue of open access, especially for competing inter-city
operators. Here, there may be sufficient traffic potential to make
commercial operation worthwhile, including a realistic contribution to track
costs. Here again, the issue of track cost apportionment and pathing of
trains is critical. The one-time suggested Branson service over the East
Coast Main Line is a case in point.

Finally, there is the issue of investment. The instability and uncertainty
caused by the privatisation process, especially the current ill-defined
proposals, could result in a large gap in orders for new equipment, hitting
the manufacturing industry severely (parallels with the deregulated bus
industry again apply). The greatest difficulty exists in the InterCity network,
where proposals for the IC250 West Coast Main Line service have been
dropped in favour of very modest renewal/upgrading on the busiest single
route. The extent to which new operators would be willing to invest in new
rolling stock (let alone infrastructure) remains very unclear.

Overview of the Privatisation Process

The Railway Bill 1993 is the one-off "paving Bill" which enacts the British
Rail privatisation legislation and does the following:

establishes the Regulator and the Franchise Director;
regulates access;
sets out the franchise framework;
sets up the consumer protection framework, and
empowers BR to establish and sell subsidiaries.

The noticeable omissions from the Bill are:

a description of how those sections of BR not directly affected by
privatisation (the "Residual BR" organisation) will function following
privatisation; and

the establishment of:
- Railtrack,
- Joint Industry Body, and a
- Technical Standards Body.

Each of the organisations instituted by this Bill were then considered in more
detail. The Regulator issues licences to operators who meet safety; "fit
person", and other criteria (eg providing facilities for disabled persons).
This organisation is also responsible for ensuring that competition between
operators is fair and considers consumer interests when issuing licences.

The Franchiser negotiates with franchisees and awards franchises, together
with monitoring passenger service level and quality and allocating subsidy to
unprofitable services. The Franchiser also specifies the required passenger
service level and quality and regulates fares.

The Track Authority (Railtrack), although not included in the 1993 Bill, is
envisaged as owning the infrastructure and being responsible for its
maintenance. It is thought that Railtrack would be a "slim" organisation and
that much maintenance work would be carried out by letting contracts. This
organisation also controls train operations (ie provides signalling systems and

1. Data on BK-Tag is from discussion with company managers, September
1991.

2. Modern Railways, January 1993, p 20.
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incident recovery services) and also allocates train paths together with
planning rolling stock and infrastructure investment requirements.
Railtrack's further functions are timetable compilation and distribution and
this authority is responsible for securing a safe railway.

The overall responsibility for rail safety rests with the Safety Authority which
oversees the Track Authority and franchisees. The major tasks of the Safety
Authority are to set, monitor and enforce safety standards.

The Joint Industry Body is responsible for revenue sharing and through
ticketing arrangements between franchisees, while the Technical Standards
Body ensures common technical standards throughout the network.

Figure 1 shows the relationship between the various organisations described
above. Having outlined the various players, the franchising operation is
expected to proceed as follows. Services will be progressively franchised on
an area basis; there will be no "big bang". BR services will restructure into
franchise areas, and the management of BR operating units is anticipated to
tender for the franchise to operate services. The Franchising Authority then
invites tenders and the winning franchisees acquire the franchise companies
(or former BR operating units) for the franchise period. This period may be
dependent on the infrastructure quality of the railway line in question, for
example those lines with near life-expired signalling systems could not be
operated indefInitely without replacing these systems. The fmal stage of the

, process would be the transfer of former BR operating unit staff to the ne~
franchisee company.

There are three Network SouthEast service groups which are intended to be
the first tranche of franchised services. It is anticipated that the Franchise
Unit will be established by April 1993 and that an invitation to bid may be
given in the Summer while franchisee selection could take place in the
Autumn of 1993. This may allow the new services to be operating by the
Spring of 1994, after which the next tranche of services to be franchised
would be announced. Clearly these franchise dates are interdependent.

The following steps have been taken in establishing Railtrack. The accounts
of the infrastructure provision section of BR (which will form Railtrack) will
be separated from the non-infrastructure provision portion of BR by 1 April
1993. A chief executive designate will be named in early 1993 leading to
Railtrack achieving full BR subsidiary status by 1 April 1994. Railtrack will
have nine or ten Zonal Directors who may be appointed in early 1993. These
zones will be new geographic areas different to the old BR regions.

With the new organisations, described above, operating as separate entities
and taking responsibility for various aspects of rail operation instead of this
being vested in just one body (BR), the question of the form of legal contract
between each of these various parties is complex. At present "contracts" are
not strictly enforced. For example, Network SouthEast would not sue
InterCity if suburban service disruption is caused through an InterCity train
suffering locomotive failure. Contracts under the new regime will cover all
relationships whether currently traded or not. One hundred and fifty topics,
where contracts would be required, have been identified within BR in
addition relationships between BR and LUL need to be formalised. The
formulation of appropriate contracts represents an enormous complicated
workload.

How will track charges be disaggregated between different users
and reflect the cost imposed on Railtrack by different users?

• How will "Goldplating" be avoided? (Goldplating occurs when over-
sophisticated high-cost infrastructure is provided on a route above
that required to yield a commercial rate of return)

How will investment and continuity of rolling stock provision (for
franchise operation) be guaranteed?

Figure 1: Key Industry Relationships
Railtrack Unresolved Issues

What steps will be taken if Railtrack does not recover all its costs?

Will cross-subsidy be allowed between a profitable line-section
(carrying mainline passenger services, say) and a loss-making
suburban unit maintenance depot?
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Key Unresolved Issues of BR Privatisation
From BR's perspective these issues are seen as:

A further issue is how a franchise holder, in direct competition with another
franchise holder on a particular route (ie who has open access to the route)
would contribute towards fixed track costs. Track access charges are clearly
linked to the track access philosophy to be practised. The franchise system
may allow the franchise holder initial exclusivity but competitors may then
be allowed open access to compete on the route in question.

Subsidy mechanisms
There are two stages in determining rail service operation access rights.
Therefore rail service operation cost and the magnitude of subsidy required
for uncommercial services are also determined by these two stages. In the
initial stage the franchise director determines access rights by buying
capacity from Railtrack and then selling this to franchisees at the highest
price. Under Stage Two Railtrack would determine access rights by opening
access packages to bidding with the Franchise Director bidding against third
parties for rail network capacity. Here the Franchise Director is seen as just
another Railtrack customer.

Track Access Charges;
• Network Benefits;

Franchise Depth;
• Strategic Investment, and

Long-term Planning.

Track Access Charges

Allocation of fIxed track costs to franchisees
At present, within BR, the prime user of a track section pays the track
section fixed cost, while the other Business Sectors (who use it) pay only the
variable costs their trains incur on the section. Figure 2 shows the present
track charging regime together with a possible future alternative. Under
franchising the initial stage would see the various bidders each paying a
portion of the fixed cost previously borne by the prime user. The Franchise
Director could pay that portion of fIXed cost (if any remained) not covered
by the franchisees.

Unresolved subsidy issues
A consistent policy will be required in subsidy allocation. This will require
subsidy allocation between "Cash-rich" services (ie current InterCity services)
and "Benefit-rich" services (ie some current Regional Railways services). If
the policy was to maximise passenger miles then InterCity type services
would receive subsidy (when they required it), while if the policy was to
maximise social benefits subsidies would more likely be directed towards
some Regional Railway services. Subsidy policies have an impact on the
income distribution which implies making value judgements. A further issue
is what, if any, action should be taken if a commercially provided service
collapses?

Unresolved Franchise Director Issues
Among these are:

(i) Will overlapping franchises be allowed to compete on price? for
example, Gatwick airport can be accessed by rail services operated by
three different BR divisions: InterCity, Thameslink and the Network
SouthEast South Central Division. Would these divisions be allowed to
compete on price to operate services between London and Gatwick
airport?

(ii) Acting to achieve the greatest commercial return for BR(Corporatism)
allows, for example, train operating conflicts to be resolved at present.
Consider, where Thameslink and the South Central Division both
require the same train paths, the need to maximise BR revenue will
probably lead to the paths being allocated to Thameslink since this
service generates more revenue. However, if Thameslink and the South
Central Division were competing operators how would the paths be
allocated?

Figure 2: Track Charges - The End of Incrementality ?
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THE ECONOMICS OF BR PRIVATISATION
(iii) What will happen if the Franchise Director exceeds his annual budget?

Unresolved VehicleLeasing Issues
The alternatives are either the sale of stock to private sector lessors as
franchises are let or to establish public sector leasing companies.

The unresolved issues include:

John Dodgson. University of Liverpool

Introduction

The paper was concerned with the proposals to privatise the railways as
understood in February 1993. The proposals (see Figure 3) in the Railways
Bill represent a mixture of the possible options are described here in terms
of the economic logic which may have led the Government to the present
position.

For short duration franchises, who bears the risk for the rolling stock
residual value at the end of the franchise? For example, would the
Franchising Authority guarantee to purchase rolling stock from the lessor
(for its residual value) at the end of the lease period, or would the lessor
bear the risk and sell the rolling stock on to the next lessor when the
franchise expires. Figure 3: The Railway Privatisation Jigsaw

Operators Infrastructure Regulators

Passenger Services

Franchised Private Passenger nlilway
passenger operations Franchising Authority

Railtrack
BR passenger

operations DG of Railway
Passenger station Regulation

Competitive private operators
passenger operations

Health and Safety
Executive

Freight Services

Freight operating
companies

At present rolling stock tends to be designed for certain market segments,
for example, Class 165being designed for the Chiltern;Thames line services.
However, future lessors (when ordering rolling stock) may decide to trade-
off market segment features against flexibility and order more ubiquitous
designs.

Report by Martin Lawrence, Senior Consultant. Oscar Faber TPA

Cost Constraints

The possibilities for privatising British Rail are very much constrained by
features of railwaycosts. These features are:
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The Role of Contestability

Contestability arguments have played a powerful role in the development of
economists' and policy-makers' ideas about privatisation and deregulation. If
an industry can be made perfectly contestable then the mere threat of
competition will encourage existing firms to ''behave'', in the sense of keeping
prices equal to average costs, ensuring costs are minimised for the output
produced, and (as long as the industry is not it natural monopoly) setting
prices equal to marginal costs too. The requirements for perfect
contestability are as follows:

(i) There must be free entry and exit: the latter precludes the existence of
sunk costs.
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Total costs exceedtotal revenue
British Rail makes a large loss: in 1990/91 total subsidies through the PSO
and payments from PTEs totalled £700 million, and in recession-hit 1991/92
they totalled £1,007 million. After receipt of these subsidies, British Rail
made a loss of £11 million in 1990/91 and £145 million in 1991/92. Since
there are social benefits of rail services that are not covered by railway
revenue, no-one has suggested that rail privatisation should proceed without
continued subsidy. Privatisation plans therefore have to allow for the
continued provision of subsidy.

The nature of economies of scale, density and scope
These determine industry structure in any industry. Evidence on economies
of scale, density and scope in railways have been surveyed recently in two
sources (Dodgson, 1993a;Nash and Preston, 1993). The statistical evidence
on economies of scale is predominantly from U.S. railroads, but also comes
from European nationalised systems (Vigouroux-Steck, 1989) and from
British pre grouping railways (Dodgson, 1993b). The evidence suggests that
firms in the railways industry are characterised by broadly constant returns
irrespective of size (i.e. scale). This means that BR cannot claim that there
are economies of scale in railway operation and that breaking-up BR would
automatically increase average costs. (Indeed, the European evidence, albeit
with problems of data comparability, suggests that BR, DB, SNCF and FS
maybe rather too large and the smallest national systems like CIE rather too
small.) On the other hand railways are characterised by economies of
density, which means it is sensible to concentrate traffic on as few routes and
as few trains as possible. This too has been confirmed by statistical evidence
which means that it does not normally make sense to have competing routes
(or even competing trains on the same route). Statistical evidence on
economies of scope is less common, though Nash and Preston (1993) quote
some evidence that costs are lower in Europe when freight and passenger
services are provided on the same networks, rather than independently. This
in turn implies that a privatised system must be able to cater for both
passenger and freight services on the same route where there is a demand for
both such services.

(ii) All ftrms must have access to the same technology.

(iii) Potential entrants must be able to judge the profitability of entry at pre-
entry prices, i.e. they must be able to enter and undercut the existing
prices before the incumbent bas time to react: this is the least likely
requirement to obtain in practice.

The airline and bus industries were at least characterised by an absence of
major sunk costs, since the vehicles used can be moved from route to route.
It was always clear that railways were different, in that much of the capital
required is physically immobile and, therefore, sunk. This led to the
argument that the only way to make the railway industry contestable was to
separate infrastructure, in the form of track and signalling, from train
operations. The hope is that train operations can be made contestable. For
this to happen the obvious requirements are that:

(i) potential train operators have equal access to the network with existing
operators,

(ii) potential operators have access to rolling stock in such a way as to avoid
significant sunk costs (see DoT, 1993aon this issue),

(iii) the charges for using the infrastructure do not favour one operator over
another, andCost allocation problems

These have bedeviled railway costing and profitability analysis from the
earliest days of the railways and are likely to continue to do so. The basic
problem is the allocation of joint costs and particularly those components of
earthworks, track and signalling costs that are truly joint, in the sense that
they cannot be reduced when one of the traffics using them is withdrawn.

Sunk costs
Much, though not all, of railway infrastructure costs are sunk which leads
naturally on to contestability.

(iv) existingoperators be vulnerable to the possibilityof hit-and-run entry.

Existing operators must not be able to block potential entry, nor can they be
able to engage in forms of predatory behaviour to dispose of entrants or
threaten potential entrants. Contestability arguments therefore point
towards a separate track authority with some rules-of-the-game to ensure
fairness in access.
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The idea of separating infrastructure and operations is supported by an
analogy with roads which can be applied to railways: the Government
provide the road network, with freedom of access to all who are prepared to
pay the "user charges" (i.e. taxes), and the Government ensures that total tax
revenue covers total public road costs.

One problem, with the contest ability argument is that it has proved to be
extremely difficult to achieve in the two industries to which it seemed best
suited: airlines and buses. In both industries there have been allegations of
predatory behaviour, and investigations by competition agencies.
Investigations have been concerned with the possibility that mergers have
been intended to increase market power rather than create optimum market
structures through legitimate exploitation of economies of scale, scope and
density. In a perfectly contestable market, there are no benefits of market
power to exploit, and no point in engaging in predatory practices. In
practice as well, the hit and run entry postulate is extremely unlikely to be
achieved: airlines and local bus companies can certainly see new rivals
coming, giving them time to respond. This must be even more so with railway
operations given the wayworking timetables have to be prepared in advance.

Although the idea of contestability and "imperfect contestability" has proved
a useful yardstick in the analysis of policy in the bus and airline industries
(see, eg, Jaffer and Thompson, 1986and Morrison and Winston, 1987) it may
be positively unhelpful with railways. In order for railway operations to be
contestable, even imperfectly, the principles of determining track charges
needs to be known to give equally fair access. Undertaking such an analysis
should be a pre-condition to the decision to have a separate track
organisation, rather than a later detail.

Track Costing

According to the White Paper, the system of track charges is to be:

(i) The access and charging regime should ideally meet a number of
objectives:

promote efficient operation;
promote competition and innovation;
encourage efficient use of infrastructure and other resources;
not discriminate between competing operators and services; and
provide the means for financing investment in Railtr ack's
infrastructure.

(ii) These objectives must be achieved without compromising safety, high
environmental standards and continuity of services (DoT, 1992a,pp. 11-
12).
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Railtrack, therefore, needs to generate enough revenue to cover its total
costs (without significant cross-subsidisation) and that the charges should
provide the correct signals to ensure efficient use of the network and for
investment in renewal or extension (or contraction) of capacity.

The consultation document on access to the network reveals that work by BR
and the Government's advisors, Coopers and Lybrand, has confirmed that
the majority of rail infrastructure costs are common. They cannot be
uniquely attributed to an operator or even class of operator (DoT, 1993,p.
9). The Government's proposal is to ensure that all traffics at least cover
their avoidable costs.

The real problem lies with common costs. The access consultation document
(DoT, 1993)proposes that these costs will be allocated by negotiation, on the
old railway principle of "what the market will bear", but with the necessary
proviso that there should not be discrimination between competing
operators. If potential bidders are in a position to figure out avoidable costs,
there will be a temptation to bid low, so as to just cover these costs in the
hope that someone else will pick up the bill for the remaining costs - called
the Franchising Director.

The access document indicates that initial train paths and the track charges
for them would be determined by the Franchising Director in negotiation
with Railtrack in advance of the bidding process.

The access document indicates that initial train paths and track charges
would be determined by the Franchising Director in negotiation with
Railtrack in advance of the bidding process. Potential franchisees will only
have to make a single bid which would eliminate much of the possible
innovation in service design. The access document also notes that in
"exceptional circumstances it may be appropriate to permit franchised
operators to be responsible for the provision of rail infrastructure. These are
referred to as "vertically integrated" franchises. These are likely to occur
only in relativelyself-contained parts of the network, eg on the Isle of Wight.

Vertical Integration

Railways are currently vertically-integrated organisations, providing their
own infrastructure and operating trains on it. This has never prevented them
allowing other operators' trains, however, vertical separation has been the
exception. Amtrack has had to operate its passenger trains over US freight
railroads' track and pay a fee. This has caused it endless problems
particularly over the qUalityof the track.

One of the great problems in Britain's nationalised railway industry has been
that in the past the separate businesses were not responsible for
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infrastructure costs. The great advantage of the sector reorganisation of the
1980s was to allocate infrastructure costs to businesses. This culminated in
the Organising for Quality (OfQ) reorganisation of 1992 where almost all
assets have been assigned to one of the businesses. Chris Green (Managing
Director, InterCity) said "I have waited 27 years for OfQ, it is the best
organisation I have experienced for railways."

Conclusions

The speaker concluded by saying that privatisation can reduce costs and
improve service levels. Itwould certainly be a mistake to think that present
standards of service quality are satisfactory, or that existing manning
arrangements are necessarily the most efficient, or that potential for
innovation is maximised. What we really want to avoid is a public monopoly,
facing no direct competition for its services, unresponsive to customer needs,
unable to properly relate its revenues to its costs and adopting a take-it-or-
leave-it attitude to its customers.

With the creation of Railtrack as a separate company all this will be
dismantled. The direct day to-day responsibility of managers for the costs
and quality of the infrastructure used by their trains will be replaced by a
poorly-understood, cumbersome and unresponsive price system.

Innovation will be stifled. Any changes in track and signalling capacity will
have to be negotiated by the operator (or group of operators), Railtrack and
the Regulator. In order to cover its costs Railtrack will have an incentive to
exploit its monopoly power by pushing up charges. In particular, it will be
able to do trus for subsidised services made up by the Franchising Director.

The effect on investment is likely to be even more serious. The proposed life
of franchises is relatively short to encourage more competition for franchises.
However, the normal length of life of rolling stock is 25-35 years and
franchisers are unlikely to be keen to order new high-speed trains (which
take time to design and build) when they will only reap a part of the benefits.

Edited version of paper by John Dodgson

Discussion

Don Box (Transport Economists' Group): track costs were known from
1974, after which freight bore avoidable costs only; the rest were allocated to
the passenger businesses. Costs were refmed into a contractual relationship
with "Organising for Quality".

Martin Higginson (LRPC): although one can argue about the contestability
of the bus and airline industry, there is no quantity regulation of road freight
nor any suggestion of reference to the Monopolies and Mergers Commission.

Furthermore, on inter-city routes investment in infrastructure and fast rolling
stock are inter related. Improving speeds and ride quality depend on a
combination of track improvements, signalling renewals and improvements,
power supply modifications and improved rolling stock. Railtrack and the
operators would be continually negotiating about their shares of the benefits
and costs within their different time horizons.

JD: Yes, road freight appears to be competitive and people just do not
notice.

Richard Tomkins (Financial Times): the grouped railway companies failed.

JD: No, they suffered the prolonged affects of the slump in the 1920s,
depression in the 1930s and war in the 1940s; they were regulated in that they
were common carriers and they existed without subsidy whereas the
privatisation proposals include provision for subsidy.

The split between train operations and infrastructure has been opposed by
professional railwaymen. Former manager, Bill Bradshaw (1991, p25), has
argued that "foisting upon the railway a strncture of ownership and management
which offends everyprofessional principle of railway operation is likely to result
in an outcome which will be expensive, unsuitable and unsafe." The speaker
believes that on this issue of the destruction of the vertically-integrated
nature of the industry, the professional railwaymen are right.

The signs so far are that potential franchisees for South Western Division,
the Great Western, the East Coast Main Line and Scotrail would be very
reluctant to be dependent on another organisation for the day-to-day and
cyear-to-year provision of their infrastructure. It is likely that vertically-
integrated franchises will become the rule rather than the exception - even if
the price were to be the loss of some potential on-track competition.

Discussion reported by John Glover, Colin Buchanan & Partners
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COMPETITION: MYTH OR REALITY

David Starkie, Director, Putnam Hayes and Bartlett Ltd.
Stage 1 of the process
This considered how to initiate a pattern of services which achieves a
coherent and stable timetable and offers the passenger a range of choices. In
initiating a competitive service pattern there could be:

In the period from December 1990 to July 1992, Putnam Hayes and Bartlett
acted as economic consultants to DoT on rail privatisation.

David Starkie started by posing how on-track competition might be secured.
He referred to the EC Directive on access to railways for rail services
operated by organisations other than national railways. In Sweden, where
rail services have been privatised, the possibility of introducing ontrack
competition was now under consideration. But, what about the UK? Might
there be competition in non-franchised areas, or in franchised areas for
specified periods? MacGregor has said that "doors had been left open";
there was the possibility of exclusivity in the peak but competition in the off-
peak.

(i) auctions for capacity/train paths?
this is generally agreed not to be a way forward; it would lead to a
confused service pattern and operational/time-tabling difficulties.

(ii) combinational programming (contingent bidding)?
potential operators submit first/second/third preference bids (eg
first preference: 09.00 Kings Cross to Leeds, followed by an 11.00
service as a second preference);
if the paths relating to a bidder's first preference were unavailable or
if he was outbid, his second preference would be considered, etc.;
the bidding process eventually defines the timetable, but it would be
very complex and tortuous.

Problems of On-track Competition

There were several problems facing on-track competition within the present
proposals to split services from infrastructure:

transaction costs.
the co-ordination of investment.
barriers to entry: there was the prospect of many local monopolies
caused by, e.g., access to maintenance depots.
capacity constraints: a great deal of the network is subject to
capacity constraints; hence the charging regime should reflect these
constraints.
operational co-ordination.

(iii) contingent bidding with constraints?

(iv) pre-packaging an existing timetable, which is the only real option.
Figure 4 shows how competition could be introduced by dividing the
current timetable into rival packages. For example, a timetable involving
the use of three train sets to provide a core service:

Figure 4A: A Timetable of Three Train Sets

Initial assumptions and focus

Operational co-ordination was the focus of the rest of the talk. In the
subsequent analysis, David Starkie explained that his three initial
assumptions were that:

(i) ownership and management of infrastructure were distinct from that of
train operations,

might be divided into Green, Red and Blue competitive packages:

Figure 4B: Three Competitive Packages

(ii) that service provision is basically profitable, and

(iii) the focus would be on line-of-route passenger services.
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Figure 5 indicates the how the division of core passenger services into
competitive packages could potentially offer different types of passenger with
a range of choices:

if we regard these as divisible and tradable, this market could be
superimposed on top of stewardship by the track authority
introduces ideas of opportunity cost, which may ease the flexibility
of the system.

David Starkie thought it likely that the timetable would probably continue to
be changed every six months, as now.

(iii) management as a scarce resource: dividing up increases the load on
that scarce resource.

Figure 5: Division of Passenger Services into Competitive Packages
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It is the passenger response to these choices that is the basis for competition
between train companies: leisure passMgers (who are not time dependent)
might choose on price or quality of service while some business passengers
who have some flexibility on timing might choose between two companies;
and others with precise timing requirements would choose the most
convenient train.

Most gains will be achieved by dividing a line-of-route passenger service into
two, three or four packages. The additional benefits arising from further
subdivision are likely to be small; costs are likely to increase
disproportionately with increasing subdivision.

Concluding Issues

Stage 2 of the process
Asks how can changes be allowed for in the timetable in response to changes
in demand, service innovation, etc. without losing the benefit of co-
ordination? David Starkie suggested two answers:

The speaker suggested three concluding issues:

(i) Do the benefits of packaging exceed the costs? This is an empirical
issue.

(i) modify existing procedures (stewardship by the track authority):
(ii) Can the same basic ideas be applied to the subsidised franchises? and

(iii) Is packaging a means of building-in competition into the congested
parts of the network, egoon NSE?producing an evolving timetable as now;

but this was likely to require mutual co-operation between operators
which would be limited because of the perceived danger of losing
revenue to a competitor. Discussion

(ii) trading (making assigned rights divisible and tradable): Roger Ford (Modern Railways) thought being a franchisee was like being a
Russian astronaut you are not in control. In particular the franchisee was
not in control of track costs. He also asked what would happen if Bounds
Green were to provide "wet leasing" while retaining a user friendly service.
[MEANING?] He also asked, if we have a residual BR operation what is the
possibility of competition.

preferred;
once a franchisee has bid and purchased a package, he has property
rights
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DS replied that it would depend on what constraints the government imposes
on the residual BR. WHAT WILL ENSURE SUCCESS: THE OPERATOR'S VIEWPOINT

Ernest Godward (LUL) thought the residual BR would become more
efficient.

Paul Amos, Managing Director, Travers Morgan

Peter White asked if there was any potential for management buyouts.

Dick Dunmore (Coopers & Lybrand) suggested that division of a route into
three packages could lead to the three companies all providing the same
quality of service: fIrst class, standard class etc. It would be re-inventing the
wheel.

Paul Amos, having undertaken studies on behalf of a potential franchisee,
gave a short but informed presentation viewing rail privatisation from the
operator's viewpoint.

He described the existing rail system as a strange looking edifice, which
nevertheless had a logic behind every part of it.

DS replied that in considering the West Coast Main Line as a case study, the
costs of packaging were sensitive to assumptions concerning open access to
maintenance depots. Capital charges for train sets amount to only 5-10% of
costs, so increased rolling stock requirements as a result of packaging would
not affect overall costs significantly.

Paul Amos said that the perceived need to encourage on-track competition
gave rise to the maj ority of the problems facing rail privatisation. He
commented that rail already competes with road and air. BR therefore was
not a monopoly_

On-track competition required vertical disintegration. He said that in
economic history there was no case where value had been added by dividing.
Hence we may lose some value by dividing, and in the long term there could
be a move back towards vertical integration.

Paul Amos outlined the critical success factors that would make rail
privatisation work from a franchisee's point of view:

Report by Ian Gilliver. WS Atkins Planning Consultants

(i) the performance of Railtrack

how will franchisees work with Railtrack?
the portents were not very good, but with effort it could be made to
work.

(ii) the Regulator needs to perform very sensitively, or else the industry
would suffer from over-regulation.

(iii) the confidence of potential operators

what will happen when a franchise expires?
if a franchise is for a period of seven years or less, an operator is
unlikely to be interested
the longer the franchise period, the more likely potential operators
are to be attracted
will potential franchisees be provided with sufficient information on
which to bid?
will the Treasury continue to "control" investment in infrastructure,
and what would be the implications for infrastructure provision and
confidence of franchisee?
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From a potential operator's viewpoint, there therefore remained several
unknowns, CHARGING POLICY AND NETWORK BENEFITS

Dick Dunmore, Coopers and Lybrand

Discussion

Peter White (Univ. of Westminster) enquired if there were likely to be many
parties interested in taking a franchise?

PA said the number would depend entirely on the likelihood of making
money.

The theme for the paper was access to rail service operation, with an
emphasis on network benefits. The presentation was divided into three
parts:

access pricing,
access mechanisms, and
access requirements.T Elliott (LG Mouchel & Partners) suggested that the airline industry

effectively had fIxed track and that parallels might be drawn.

PA agreed that in some areas of operation the analogy was good: if, say,
three companies were running on the same route, a plane/train from any of
them would be represented by a red light on a controller's board. However,
airlines did not have to invest in the air, hence it was not a good
management/investment analogy.

Access Pricing

Access pricing policy is influenced by the high fixed and low marginal costs
of using rail infrastructure, as shown on the graph (see Figure 6). Whatever
the objective, the allocation and recovery of fi..xedcosts is difficult. British
Rail's cost allocation hierarchy is based on ability to pay, thus:

(i) InterCity: profitable even after joint cost allocation.

(ii) Network SouthEast and Regional: charged full costs after InterCity.

Andrew McFarlane (Manchester TUCC) asked how peaks and troughs of
demand would be addressed if there were several operators on the same
lin?e.

PA thought that there would not be many operators on any single line, and
that the Franchise Director has a duty to ensure that service standards are
met. Moreover, it would be inefficient if, say, three different companies on a
line held spare stock; hence it was more likely that there will be a dominant
operator on each line.

M Gylec (Office of Electricity Regulation) said that electric power
generation and distribution was now split vertically and the industry was
operating satisfactorily.

(iii) Freight: marginal user, pays avoidable costs on passenger routes.

The cost of any surplus capacity falls on the line's prime user.

Figure 6: Use of Railway Infrastructure:
high fIXed and low marginal costs

Report by Ian Gilliver, WS Atkins Planning Consultants
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Most costs are "caused" by the capacity of the provision, not by the volume of
use. Knowledge of the attribution of costs is incomplete; it is currently
characterised as follows:

(ii) Slower, local passenger trains connect to and fit in around them,

(iii) Freight generally fitted around passenger trains, and

(iv) Space held back for ad hoc engineering, freight and special trains.Cost of Provision Cost of Use

Track Identify requirement Becoming understood:
MARP AS civil engineering
programme used by BR and
LUL

On BR, under "Organising for Quality", although the sectors control
individual routes, they share a common, corporate interest. Timetables
generally evolve gradually, with only occasional fundamental re-arrangement,
for example after major investment. Timetable design is by sectors, with
inter-sectoral negotiating groups to resolve conflicts.

Signalling Hard to allocate Negligible

Tunnels, embankments ? Access Requirements?

Pricing may aim for cost recovery and/or economic efficiency, but is
constrained by the EC's non discrimination directive for international traffic
(EC 91/440) and the UK policy that Railtrack should be profitable. Are
these two irreconcilable?

Access requirements centre on the resolution of a range of actual and
potential conflicts:

(i) Both the new UK policy and the EC Directive for international traffic
confer rights of access. This is fine when capacity is plentiful, but
rationing by price or by queue will be required when, as often on BR, it
is scarce or already congested.Railtrack's dominant customer will be the Franchising Authority, which will

have to pay whatever is necessary to meet its social remit, which implicitly
includes the residual costs of the network. (ii) How can capacity be allocated with active, non- discrimatory

competition? Free auctions are considered possible, but there could be
controlled auctions of bundles of services. Negotiation will be
important, but "collusion" might be found to be anti-competition.Access Mechanisms

Train paths must be devised for different types of user (e.g. fast and slow
trains, stopping and non-stopping, passenger and freight), which may also be
in competition with one-another. The process is more involved than in air
transport, where only departure slots, not complete routes (including
junctions, with their own particular capacity constraints), require allocation.
Train pathing considerations include:

Capacity: no independent unit.
Specificity: must relate to marketable timings.
Contingency: timings of connecting and competing trains.
Efficiency: train paths must form workable and efficient "diagrams".
Maintenance: changing needs.

(iii) Network benefits, including through ticketing, cross-validity between
operators of equivalent services, discounted fares and a national
timetable, must be retained. But how, by whom and at what cost?

(iv) Through ticketing: revenue allocation must be made accurate. Matters
to resolve include: the impact of fare taper, availability of through and
reduced fares, ticket checking (difficult with frequent stops), and the
formation of a clearing house. The question of a clearing house was
raised in discussion of the paper:

the formation of a Joint Industry Board was essential;
membership would be compulsory;
it would take over BR's OR CATS inter-sector revenue allocation
model;
the Swiss Railways' clearing house, which employs 60 clerks, should
be examined as a model for Britain.
how would the new body allocate revenue? - mileage would be an
insufficiently cost-related method;
the size for the task of the new body should not be under-estimated.

Practicalities dictate a hierarchical approach, in which large, indivisible
objects are dealt with fIrst. Thus:

(i) Fast, long-distance passenger trains,
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This will be greater than that of the former Railway Clearing House,
because the proportion of inter-operator journeys in RCH days was
very small.

(v) Will cross-validity of tickets be outlawed as anti-competitive? Will
equal fares and conditions such as walk-on services be encouraged or
banned? Cross Channel ferry operators were required to charge
different fares in the name of competition. Might only full fare tickets
be valid on all trains?

Yield management based on advanced bookings and differentiated
ticket validity may replace discount pricing. Will similar, greater, or
lesser benefits emerge? The Government considers discounts to be
commercial, not social and believes the customers, in aggregate, will be
better off. However the system will create losers as well as gainers; only
time will tell.

IMPLICATIONS FOR RAIL EQUIPMENT SECTOR

Roger Ford, Modern Railways

The rail manufacturing industry has three main sectors:

(vi)

Track and electrification
This employed about 2,760 people, in firms like British Steel (Workington)
and Balfour Beatty. This has traditionally been handicapped by competition
from British Rail itself, in that BR has its own track maintenance and
electrification teams. Only now is BR being pressured into contracting out
its track maintenance operations.

Signalling and communications equipment
There are about 1,670 jobs, in firms like Westinghouse, GEC Alsthom, etc.
This industry is unusual in that in the recent past it was being run down on
BR, with less and less being spent on signalling schemes. This has changed
since the Clapham accident but, BR still has too few signalling engineers and
the increased safety checks have made any signalling installation work a slow
business. Resources for signalling are being increased now and this will be a
crunch area in the future,

(vii) A national timetable will still exist, but will competitors be duty bound
to provide details of one another's services? Will there be a common
enquiry bureaux?

(viii) Will definitions such as "the boundaries of anti-competitive practice" be
defined in advance, or left until a complaint is registered?

The paper raised a comprehensive catalogue of issues, and provided a series
of well thought out options for their resolution. The audience was left with a
clear picture of the extent to which the Government's chosen route to rail
privatisation leaves a vast quantity of complex, but vital questions to be
answered in advance by the politicians, or to be left to the market - however
that turns out to operate - to resolve after privatisation and deregulation have
taken place.

Traction and rolling stock
This is the largest sector with 12,050 jobs in firms such as GEC Alsthom,
ABB and Hunslet. It is a high-profile area but apart from the actual vehicle
builders there are various suppliers of control equipment, upholstery, etc.

The present situation may be described as grim. The Transport Ministers
speak of "record investment in rail" but half of this is connected with the
Channel Tunnel. A survey by Steer Davies Gleave has shown that Railway
Industry Association (RIA) members' order books will run out by the end of
1995 (see Table 1).Report by Martin Higginson, Bus and Coach Council
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Table 1: Expiry of Order Books of RIA Members
Figure 7: British Rail Future Rolling Stock Requirements
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Suppliers of track will run out of orders fIrst as lead times are short. If there
are no funds to replace deteriorating track this can be tolerated in the short
run: where track becomes unsafe for high speed running, BR can always
impose a temporary speed restriction and although the marginal impact is
small, the cumulative impact may be another matter. Signalling is always
critical: if it becomes unsafe then a stretch of railway cannot operate.
Rolling stock has the longest lead time: hence the early placing of orders is
crucial to the continuance of the industry (see Figure 7).

Steer, Davies and Gleave suggested that extrapolating trends in investment
that it would remain at a stable level of a £1 billion per year. This is small
when one considers that RATP, in the Paris region only, has recently placed
£1.5 billion worth of orders. It is unlikely that £1 billion a year would be
sufficient even to replace current assets to accepted standards of safety.
Expenditure just to maintain the existing railway will alone need £400 million
per year on Network SouthEast, £250 million on InterCity and £180 million
of Regional Railways. In the wake of the Hesketh Report, signalling renewal
will add a further £200-300 million a year.

In recent years the number of orders peaked in the annus mirabilis of 1989,
at the end of the 1980s boom; in that year there were six orders for BR trains
plus the Channel Tunnel supertrains. The BR trains are now entering
service. Since then the only locomotive orders have been for the Channel
Tunnel shuttles, while BR placed two orders for trains in 1990, three in 1991
and one in 1992, in which year there were two further orders for Tunnel
vehicles.

Some projects such as InterCity 250 have already been cancelled. The Class
157 units and the trains for the Leed-Bradford electrification have been
thrown into doubt because of uncertainties over whether the Local
Authorities which were sponsoring them will be able to obtain leasing
arrangements. The Express Networkers for the Kent Coast and the West
Coast modernisation have been deferred (there are now said to be seventeen
speed restrictions between Euston and Rugby). There seems no prospect of
electrifying the Great Western Mainline, especially as Railtrack will have to
justify any investment in track on commercial criteria.
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The lead time for designing a project is long. BR's last outstanding orders
for trains will be completed in 1995, although the equipment for the Jubilee
Line extension, if it goes ahead, will extend this a little. If future rail
operators have to put the design of new equipment out to tender, this will
extend lead times further.

from the sale and work for the supplier, and could be followed by a Whole
Life Maintenance contract.

To sum up, the short term prospects look grim, while the long term looks
uncertain. A recent publicity photograph showed potential franchisee
Richard Branson and Transport Secretary John MacGregor playing trains on
a model railway. It may however be significant that Branson has stated that
he does not want to buy trains, while MacGregor does not seem to want to
own them!

Franchising of rail operations will probably delay train purchases further
even if franchisees themselves do not buy their trains. If orders in Britain dry
up, those manufacturers which are subsidiaries of multinational or pan-
European companies are likely to leave and concentrate their attention on
Europe where orders are still being placed. Labour costs are higher
overseas, however, and if in future British operators or leasing companies
have to buy from producers in Europe the cost will be higher than if the
product were made here.

It is also far from clear what form Railtrack will take. Its own organisation
may turn out to be very small, with specialist skills bought in as and when
required. The former British Rail works may be sold to other owners and
their future as railway suppliers will be made so much less secure.

Discussion

Martin Higginson asked what could be done to reduce the lead times for
orders and whether private operators could procure trains more quickly if
they had the money to do so. Roger Ford observed that currently three
months is needed to allow companies time to bid and between six and twelve
is required to evaluate these bids - the problem being that with a new design
of trains there was no way of knowing whether the specification could be met
until the train was actually built. Follow-on orders for an existing design
could reduce the tender time to two months. (The Post Office's order for
new mail trains which will probably modify something like the current Class
319, might fall into this category.) If trains have to be redesigned every time
there are ordered this is bound to lead to delays. Manufacturers could
conceivably offer their in-house designs but BR's specifications keep
changing.

Options available
There are not many options available to the industry. The 1'reasllry has
recently stated that it will allow British Rail to lease traction equipment and
rolling stock up to a value of £150 million, But who will underwrite the risks
if operation of a service is likely to pass to a (presently unknown) frauchisee?
The Treasury has said that the private sector should bear tbe risk but the
private sector would much rather deal not in risks but in certainties. But if
British Rail were in a position to lease equipment, then acquirinrz more
Networkers or InterCity 225 trains might be a possibility.

DBOM (Design, Build, Operate and Maintain) is an option for the longer
term. This is how Manchester's Metrolink was funded: a consortium (which
in Metrolink's case included equipment companies) is awarded a twenty year
concession to modernise and operate a rail service. This might be an option
for the relatively self-contained (and run-down) London, Tilbury and
Southend Line. But such an arrangement might be seen as anti-competitive.
The threat of competition would discourage any franchisee. Moreover,
where would the money come from?

R. Davies asked whether British manufacturers could go pan-European by
bidding for contracts overseas? Roger Ford replied that other countries are
more nationalistic than Britain and one could hardly expect French Railways
to buy British. As for buying from a pan-European manufacturer in Europe,
British Rail had already shown itself to be an unpopular customer. Its habit
of encouraging firms to make expensive tenders and then not to order, was
not endearing themselves to manufacturers.

Report by Andrew Spencer, University of Westminster

Whole Life Maintenance. Here a manufacturer is given a contract to
maintain the fleet throughout its life. This would guarantee revenue to the
supplier and might be consistent with a philosophy of Railtrack contracting
out such specialist functions.

Sale and leaseback is a further possibility, as suggested by GEC-Alsthom to
the Select Committee. The supplier would buy trains, refurbish them and
lease them back to the operator. This would provide revenue to the operator
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SEMINAR DISCUSSION
Dick Dunmore doubted the efficacy of a Rail Regulator in these strategic
matters because road has more congestion problems than rail.

Martin Gormley (Railfreight) made the point that rail should not be treated
in isolation, as less than trainload traffic often required an adequate road
system. Rail, in fact, was dependent upon roads in order to work properly.
Following up this point, Martin Gylee was adamant that roads should be
charged-for, like railways, in order to obtain a reasonable competitive
situation between the two modes.

The principal concerns expressed in the discussion appeared to be the
method of charging for access to the railway infrastructure, the difficulties of
regulation of the industry and the general lack of public enthusiasm for the
Government's proposals.

Nigel Harris (London Underground) started by issuing a challenge on the
question of rail track costs. He though the government's proposals
inadequate, lacking both stability and clarity. He proposed that track
damage should be measured as a function of annual tonnage and the square
of the train speed. Dividing the sum total of track damage so measured into
total track costs would give a "cost" per unit of track damage and therefore a
means of assessing a cost for track use of each train, or group of trains.

Tim Powell questioned whether it is meaningful to allocate such costs. It is
known that keeping freight train speeds low reduces costs but most costs
remain joint and fIxed in character.

Nigel Harris responded by claiming that the principal purpose of his formula
was for decision taking.

Dick Dunmore's firm, Coopers and Lybrand, have been advising the
government on these matters, said that so far only the incremental costs of
track use could be identified to rail traffics - fIxed costs remained intractable.

The discussion then moved onto some of the difficulties suspected in the
proposals for franchising existing passenger services and the maintenance of
network benefits. John Chapman (West of England TUCC) started by
quoting the example of the multitude of services between Reading and
Paddington as a good illustration of how many sub-sectors of the present
railway worked together. He was concerned that the Franchising Authority
appeared to have no duty to consult with anyone about the use of public
funds or the level of services to be provided. Corinne Mulley enquired if the
Franchising Authority is merely to consult or to be publicly accountable.
Jonathon Roberts thought that it was intended to meet the public interest
through the Regulator. Martin Gylee said that, in any case, the public
interest aspects should be settled and agreed before the franchise is let.

In summing-up the conference, John Glover claimed that people were either
critical, neutral or bewildered by the government's proposals - no-one
appeared to be supportive. The three questions people should be asking are:

what will really happen?
what would we like to see instead?
what are the chances of achieving it?

Peter White, in closing the conference, hoped that the day's proceedings, if
they did not answer these questions, at least put them in more detail and,
therefore, brought the ultimate answers a little closer.

The discussion then passed on to consider the role of the Regulator. Martin
Gylee (O.F.F.E.R.) contributed a succinct description of the principal duties
of a Regulator in public utilities. He claimed that there was now
considerable experience of the working of such an institution, but admitted
there were special difficulties to be faced when regulating rail operators. He
said that in the electricity industry the principal duties of the Regulator were
to see there was no abuse of monopoly power, no cross subsidy and that
adequate supply was maintained. He said that third party access was
allowed in the electricity industry but by comparison not for rail. Horizontal
disintegration was as much the case in electricity as is proposed for rail. He
was not in favour of restrictive agreements and thought their registration
little more than a "cop-out". He thought the parallel drawn with the aviation
industry in this matter is inapplicable. Finally, he considered that in the case
of rail, open access should be well established before moving on to
franchising of existing services.

Graham Hewitt (Network SouthEast), on the other hand, thought that there
would be no interest in open access. He believed that the impact of
transport on land use was not being given the emphasis that it deserved.
Martin Gylee considered that this could be dealt with through regulation.

Report of discussion by Don Box. Transport Economists' Group
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There are twelve new members from the world of consultancy. Some are
from consultancies already representeed in our membership list, others are
'rusts' from their rums and there are two 'independents'. Joanna Martin is a
transport economist from WS Atkins (East Anglia), with a particular interest
in environmental economics. Neil Fleming and Richard di Bona are both
transport analysts from MVA, the former with an interest in railways and the
latter with particular experience of large road bridge schemes abroad.
Matthew Jones is a transport economist with Transmark, was formerly a
macroeconomics journalist and is currently interested in rail franchising.
From Halcrow Fox we now have Tom Sansom who was at one time a
macroeconomist with Barclays Bank. Ove Arup is now additionally
represented by Nasir Hasan, who is a transportation engineer, is interested in
the problems of toll roads, and we now have Lindsay McDougall from Frank
Graham Consulting Engineers, as Principal Consultant.
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TEGNEWS

MEMBERSHIP NEWS

Since the beginning of this year we have had an unprecedented increase in
membership. No fewer than twenty new members have enrolled during the
past seven months and it is clear that no more than a small number of
existing members will have failed to renew their subscription by the due time
(end of August for 'home' members, end of September for those working
abroad). Several of the new members were recruited as a result of the
seminar - we can only put the rest down to an increasing general awareness
of our activities, the efforts of existing members in spreading the word to
colleagues and the appointment of Martin Lawrence as Publicity Officer! To
each and everyone who has helped in the membership boom - very many
thanks! 'New' consultancies (new to us, that is) are KPMG, where we have Bob

Wharton, with much experience abroad (including Bulgarian Railways with
your Treasurer & Membership Secretary!), DHV Economics at Reigate, of
which Dr. Peter Stanley is Managing Director and now a member of the
Group, and, finally, WA Fairhurst up in Warwickshire, is represented by
their transport planner, Dr. Arman Farahman-Razavi.

As usual the new members can be divided into four main groups - academics,
consultants, operators and 'government'. Not too much should be read into
this rather convenient division as, for example, operators (and academics)
often become consultants a little later in their careers. The classification is
intended to suggest that we are still rather short on practising opera10rs, as,
within the total of twenty new members there was only one from this
particular class, namely Michael Walker who is a Group Executive from
Badgerline group at Cardiff. It is good to see another member from the 'bus
industry to add to those recruited last year as a result of the seminar· 'Bus
Deregulation in London'.

We also have three new members from 'government'. Thcse art: M. Walsh
from the Department of Transport (Senior Economic Adviser), David Bull
who is Transport Planner to the London Borough of Hammersmi1 h &
Fulham and, to show that I interpret 'government' in a broad scn!lt:, John
Chapman, who is Deputy Chairman of the West of England Transport User
Consultative Committee. John Chapman is a good illustration of thc dangcrs
of classifying new members as he is also a director of Readibus, which
provides 'ad hoc' bus service in the Reading area.

Four new members from universities constitute the academic group. First,
there is Stephen Ison who is a senior lecturer in economics, particularly
interested in road pricing, at Anglia University. Next is Margaret Grieco,
from the University of Ghana, but currently a senior research associate at
University of Westminster. John Dinwoodie from University of Plymouth
has rejoined the Group and, as Senior Lecturer in Marine Studies there, is
one of our few members with whom we can associate waterborne transport.
Finally, and most recently, there is Dr. David van Rest, Deputy Registrar
(Research) at South Bank University who declares a major interest in road
developments as they affect farming.

To complete the list of consuitants there is Michael Schabas who is
particularly interested in railway development and Dr. Robert Barrass who
has been adviser to the Departments of Transport and of the Environment
on transport matters.

Fuller details of these new members will, of course, appear in the List of
Members issued, to members only, in November, as will reference to those
who have changed their employment or status since the List was last issued.
(we only record those personal details which the member wishes us to
mention. If there are details which the member wishes us to add or delete
from this list please let me know.)

In the foregoing 'Membership News' I have selected interests and experience
(from membership application forms) which I thought to be of particular
interest to members in general. If I have omitted something particularly
important to you, or made mistakes in my interpretation of your interests, my
apologies!

Don Box, Membership Secretary
29 July, 1993
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